Peptides derived from the C-terminal heptad repeat (CHR) of HIV gp41 have been developed as effective fusion inhibitors against HIV-1, but facing the challenges of enhancing potency and stability. Here, we report a rationally designed novel HIV-1 fusion inhibitor derived from CHR-derived peptide (Trp628~Gln653, named CP), but with an innovative Ile-Asp-Leu tail (IDL) that dramatically increased the inhibitory activity by up to 100 folds. We also determined the crystal structures of artificial fusion peptides N36-and N43-L6-CP-IDL. Although the overall structures of both fusion peptides share the canonical six-helix bundle (6-HB) configuration, their IDL tails adopt two different conformations: a one-turn helix with the N36, and a hook-like structure with the longer N43. Structural comparison showed that the hook-like IDL tail possesses a larger interaction interface with NHR than the helical one. Further molecular dynamics simulations of the two 6-HBs and isolated CP-IDL peptides suggested that hook-like form of IDL tail can be stabilized by its binding to NHR trimer. Therefore, CP-IDL has potential for further development as a new HIV fusion inhibitor, and this strategy could be widely used in developing artificial fusion inhibitors against HIV and other enveloped viruses.
HIV entry into a host cell requires a critical membrane fusion process mediated by HIV envelope glycoprotein (Env) transmembrane subunit gp41 1, 2 , a direct target of HIV fusion inhibitors that are usually adopted to treat the AIDS patients without response to other antiretroviral therapeutics [3] [4] [5] . Most of HIV fusion inhibitors against gp41 are peptides derived from the helical C-terminal heptad repeat (CHR) of gp41, including a number of currently experimental drugs and T20 (Enfuvirtide, Fuzeon), the first and only gp41-targeting anti-HIV agent approved by the U.S. FDA. These CHR-like peptidic inhibitors in helical form are capable to specifically bind to the homotrimeric gp41 N-terminal heptad repeat (NHR), interfering the formation of a NHR-CHR six-helix bundle (6-HB), which has been proved to be the key step leading to the virus and cell membrane fusion [6] [7] [8] . Structural studies have confirmed that both the assembly of natural HIV 6-HB and the binding affinity between fusion inhibitors and gp41 NHR predominantly rely on inter-helix hydrophobic interactions 9, 10 . Unfortunately, the clinical application of T20, as well as other similar HIV fusion inhibitors, has been severely limited by, among others, two major factors: its low potency and high susceptibility to drug resistance [9] [10] [11] . To conquer these problems, tremendous efforts have been made to optimize the CHR-derived inhibitor helices, including, but not limited to, i) introducing more salt bridges at the outer side to improve their stability 5 ; and ii) substitution of hydrophobic residues at the inner side to enhance their affinity with the hydrophobic groove between two NHR helices [12] [13] [14] Scientific RepoRts | 6:31983 | DOI: 10.1038/srep31983 antiviral activity of CHR-derived inhibitors by approximately 10-fold 15, 16 . Moreover, structural studies revealed that the hydrophobic side chain of the methionine residue in MT hook participates in hydrophobic interactions with both the NHR trimer and the CHR-derived inhibitor.
Inspired by the gp41-derived MT hook, we aimed to append a rationally designed artificial tail to the C-terminus of HIV-1 fusion inhibitors to enhance their antiviral potency. Finally, by introducing an innovative C-terminal tail of Ile-Asp-Leu (IDL), we succeeded to increase the anti-HIV potency of a CHR-derived peptide (Trp628~Gln653, named CP, Fig. 1A ) by more than 100-fold. Unexpectedly, the crystal structures of CP-IDL in complex with NHR helices at different lengths (N36: Ser546~Leu581, and N43: Val539~Leu581, Fig. 1A) show that IDL tail is capable to bear two different conformations: a part of an α -helix (with N36) or a hook-like structure (with N43). Further structural analysis and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations suggested that the alternative conformations of IDL tail allow the enhancement of the anti-HIV potency of CP-IDL peptide. Based on the present study, we believe that similar approaches are possible to be adopted in the improvement of CHR-derived fusion inhibitors against other viruses.
Results
N-terminal hydrophobic pocket of gp41 NHR. It is known that, in an HIV-1 6-HB, each CHR helix is half buried in the hydrophobic groove between two adjacent helices of NHR homotrimer, assembling the so-called fusion core. After careful examination of previously reported crystal structures, we noticed that, outside the NHR hydrophobic groove, a solvent exposed hydrophobic pocket is located around the N-terminus of NHR (close to the binding site of CHR Gln653, Fig. S1A ). Since this N-terminal hydrophobic pocket (NTHP) does not lie in the hydrophobic groove, it cannot be covered by canonical CHRs or CHR-derived peptides (Fig. S1A) . The NTHP is majorly composed of four hydrophobic residues, including Leu544 and Ile548 from one NHR helix, and Leu545 and Val549 from an adjacent NHR helix (Fig. S1B) . Amino acid sequence alignment showed that those residues are highly conserved among different HIV-1 strains (Fig. S1C) , implying that this previously undescribed pocket could be a potential target for enhancing the inhibitory potency of CP peptide. with N-terminal hydrophobic pocket (NTHP), we truncated the CHR-derived peptide as Trp628 ~ Gln653, resulting in CP (Fig. 1A) . Then a number of two-or three-residue tails incorporating hydrophobic side chains were rationally designed to fit the shape of NTHP, including Ile-Asp-Leu, Ser-Met and Ser-Trp, leading to peptidic inhibitors CP-IDL, CP-SM and CP-SW, respectively. Subsequently, the four peptides (with or without designed tails), together with T20, were artificially synthesized and subjected to the assessment of their antiviral activities (Fig. 1B,C) . The original CP peptide has low inhibitory activities against HIV-1 clinical strains, 92TH009 (subtype A/E, R5) and 92UG024 (subtype D, X4), with IC 50 of 281.25 nM and 207.79 nM, respectively. As expected, at the presence of artificial C-terminal tails, the inhibitory activities of elongated CPs were raised to different extends, where CP-IDL showed the highest potency with increase of 109-and 55-fold for 92TH009 and 92UG024, respectively. Moreover, the enhanced activities of CP-IDL were stronger than that of T20 by 24-and 12-fold for the two strains. Then we compared the inhibitory activities of CP, CP-IDL and T20 against more HIV-1 isolates, including tire1, 2 and 3 viruses (Table 1) . It showed that CP-IDL could inhibit infection of all those different types of HIV-1 pseudovirus with IC 50 values between 1.21 nM and 74.49 nM, which were much more potent than CP peptide (3.1 fold to 52 fold) or T20 (2.8 fold to 21.6 fold). Then we tested the inhibitory activities of CP, CP-IDL and T20 against T2635 or T20 resistant strains ( Table 2) . It showed that CP-IDL could inhibit infection of all these resistant strains, which are much more potent than CP or T20. The fact that the anti-HIV-1 potency of CP inhibitor could be remarkably improved by a C-terminal IDL tail implied that this three-residue tail binds to NHR in a novel interaction pattern other than the classical helix-groove one.
Alternative conformations of CP-IDL peptide. To explore the exact binding mode of the artificial IDL tail, we first determined the crystal structure of a fusion peptide N36-L6-CP-IDL, where N36 is a NHR peptide widely employed in the structural studies of HIV-1 fusion core. Unexpectedly, well-defined electron density (Fig. S2A) shows that the whole CP-IDL folds into a continuous α -helix ( Fig. 2A) , which can be perfectly superimposed to the C34 peptide in 6-HB structure (Fig. 2B) , despite the significant difference between their tail sequences (the counterpart of Ile-Asp-Leu in C34 is Glu-Lys-Asn, Fig. 1A ). By forming almost one turn of the helix, the isoleucine and aspartic acid residues of IDL are located at the outer side and hence have no interactions with N36, while the leucine residue participates in hydrophobic interactions with Ile548 and Val549 from two adjacent NHR helices, respectively (Fig. 3A) . The interface area between one CP-IDL and trimeric NHR is 1098~1218 Å 2 , where IDL tails contribute 66~124 Å 2 (approximately 10%). In addition, we noticed that, "below" the N-terminus of Table 2 . Inhibitory activities of CP, CP-IDL and T20 against T2635 or T20 resistant strains. The samples were tested in triplicate and the experiment was repeated twice. The data are presented as mean ± SD.
N36, there are plenty of space allowing more residues from NHR to interact with IDL tail, of which the structural features cannot be unveiled by the structure of N36-L6-CP-IDL. IDL was designed to target N-terminal hydrophobic pocket (NTHP), which is mainly composed of Leu544, Leu545, Ile548 and Val549. But N36 (Ser546~Leu581) trimer does not contain the intact NTHP target. Therefore, we further determined the crystal structure of N43-L6-CP-IDL, where N43 (Val539~Leu581) is 7-residue longer at N-terminus than N36, and contains whole target of NTHP (Fig. 1A) . In the final model, although the CP portion still folds into an α -helix, the IDL tail adopts a totally different conformation, forming a hook-like structure packing against the N-terminal hydrophobic pocket (NTHP) ( Fig. 2A) , just as we designed it to. The side chain orientations of both the isoleucine and leucine residues in IDL tail are toward the NHR trimer, possessing hydrophobic interactions with conserved hydrophobic residues in NTHP, including Leu545 and Val549 from the NHR helix within the same fusion peptide, and Leu544 and Ile548 from an adjacent NHR helix. The hydrophilic aspartic acid residue in IDL tail also forms an interaction with NHR by contributing its side chain oxygen atom to form a salt bridge (3.2 Å) with the side chain nitrogen atom of Asn553 (Fig. 3B) . Besides the three tail residues themselves, their conformational changes also influence the side chain orientation of Gln653, the very residue prior to the IDL tail, resulting in a hydrogen bond (3.1 Å) with the main chain oxygen atom of Gln649, further stabilizing the hook-like IDL tail. As a consequence, in the structure of N43-L6-CP-IDL, binding of one CP-IDL leads to a buried surface area of 1115~1159 Å 2 , where IDL hook-like tail contributes 158~165 Å 2 (approximately 13.9~14.4%), larger than the contribution of helical IDL tails in the structure of N36-L6-CP-IDL. Compared to the helical form, the hook-like IDL exhibited more extensive interactions with NHR and, hence, is more likely to represent the natural conformation when CP-IDL binds to homotrimeric NHR.
It is worth noting that both the structures of N36-and N43-L6-CP-IDL contain 6 chains of fusion peptides within one asymmetric unit, forming two 6-HBs. For each structure, the 6 chains are generally identical (r.m.s. deviations of 0.38~0.88 Å and 0.12~0.30 Å for N36-and N43-L6-CP-IDL, respectively, Table S1 ), but with conformational differences that cannot be ignored. When solving the structure of N43-L6-CP-IDL, the space group was assigned as P6 3 at first, but resulting in unacceptable refinement statistics (R free > 0.30). Then, reassigning the space group as P1 solved the problem. In the final model, six IDL tails in one asymmetric unit adopted similar hook-like conformations with different B-factors (Table S2) , indicating its flexibility when binding to NHR trimer. As for N36-L6-CP-IDL, even one of the six helical IDL tails is missing in the final model. Considering that, in both structures, all of the 6HBs are compactly packed against one another, leading to direct interactions between most IDL tails and their adjacent 6HBs (Fig. S3A,B) , it is necessary to investigate whether the IDL structures we observed are artificial states resulted from crystal packing.
Molecular dynamics simulations of CP-IDL peptide.
To assess the stabilities of two IDL conformations, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed on two 6-HB models from the crystal structures of N36-and N43-L6-CP-IDL, respectively, as well as isolated CP-IDL peptides in the two structures. In 2 runs of 60 ns we conducted, the hook-like structure of the IDL tails was generally retained in an N43-L6-CP-IDL 6HB. The positions of 6 C-terminal residues were assessed by calculating the variance of their distances to the NHR within the same fusion peptide (average Cα -Cα distance). As shown in Fig. 4A , residue Ile654 of IDL tail was as tightly fixed as the residues prior to it, while the other two residues of IDL tail, Asp655 and Leu656, were more flexible. However, the interface area between a hook-like IDL tail and an NHR trimer was roughly stable in the range of 150~300 Å 2 , contributing 12~25% of the interface between CP-IDL and NHR (Fig. 4B) . Interestingly, the total interface area of three IDL tails in the same 6-HB is more stable than individual tails, possessing a contribution of 15~22% (Fig. 4B) . As for the IDL tails in an N36-L6-CP-IDL 6HB, analysis of the hydrogen-bonds responsible for the α -helical conformation of the C-terminus showed that the helical conformation could be stabilized during 2 runs of 115 ns (Fig. 4C) . However, without the presence of NHR trimer, neither helical nor hook-like structure of the IDL tail could be maintained for more than 10 ns in the 4 runs we performed on each peptide (Movie S1). In conclusion, MD simulations indicated that the IDL tail in a separated CP-IDL peptide tend to bear a disordered conformation, which will be altered to a stable helical or hook-like structure when binding to short or long NHR helices, respectively.
Discussion
The 6HB fusion core is a critical target of antivirus fusion inhibitors, most of which are peptides derived from CHR and, hence, are in helical conformations. Many approaches have been proven to effectively improve those inhibitors, including mutant screening, chemical modifications, conjugation with proteins, and etc. [17] [18] [19] , none of which, however, was rationally designed to alter the helical conformation of the original inhibitors or to target a novel binding site other than the hydrophobic grooves between two adjacent NHR helices. Recently, multiple studies showed that motifs with non-helical structures were also capable to improve the potency of helical fusion inhibitors and even could be more crucial than the helix itself. For anti-HIV CHR-derived peptides, a hook-like structure formed by two native N-terminal CHR residues, Met626 and Thr627, could increase the antiviral activity of both modified and unmodified inhibitors 15, 20 . In a previously published work relating to the Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus, based on the crystal structure of its 6HB fusion core, we successfully designed an effective inhibitory peptide HR2P, of which two non-helical tails at both ends are extremely necessary to its antiviral potency 21 . In the present work, we are showing a novel case of rationally designed non-helical C-terminal IDL tail, which is capable to effectively enhance the potency of anti-HIV-1 CHR-derived inhibitors by forming a hook-like structure tightly packed against the NTHP, a novel binding site close to the canonical hydrophobic grooves. These recent progress suggest that adding non-helical tails at the N-or C-terminus might be a valid and universal strategy to improve the antiviral potency of fusion inhibitors.
For the IDL tail in anti-HIV-1 fusion inhibitors, we crystallographically observed two distinguished conformations, a one-turn helix and a hook-like structure. Given that the IDL hook was crystallized with a longer NHR peptides and contributes larger interface area than the helical one does, we believed that the structure with hook-like IDL tail is more likely to represent the natural conformation of CP-IDL:NHR complexes in solution. However, according to our MD simulation results, both the helical and hook-like structures of IDL tail can be stabilized by their interactions with an NHR trimer. Considering that the shifts of residues Asp655 and Leu656 between two conformations are 9.2 and 8.5 Å, respectively (Fig. S4) , the conformational transition between the two states seems impossible to spontaneously occur in an assembled 6-HB. Previous studies have confirmed that an isolated CP peptide shows low α -helicity, indicating that its both ends are relatively disordered in solution 22 , in agreement with our MD simulations of isolated CP-IDL peptides. Therefore, we propose that, before combining with homotrimeric NHRs, the IDL tail of free CP-IDL peptide is generally disordered, which will be altered to a relatively ordered hook-like structure by its binding to an NHR trimer, since the hook-like tail is conformationally similar to the previously disordered tail.
It has been more than a decade since T20, the first and only HIV fusion inhibitor targeting gp41, was proved by U.S. FDA as an anti-HIV agent in the combination therapy of AIDS 23, 24 . However, in recent years, its shortcomings have limited its clinical application, including the lower anti-HIV activity, shorter half-life, expensive synthetic cost, and emerged T20-resistant HIV-1 variants 25 . So, it is necessary to design new upgraded inhibitors, with better inhibitory activities, or with shorter length to reduce the synthetic costs, or with artificial sequences different from CHR, or with enlarged binding targets. As a result of such kind of rational design, we obtained the fusion inhibitors with a hook-like IDL tail, an innovative solution to the problems of T20 and similar inhibitors. In addition, compared to T20 (36 a.a.), CP-IDL has a shorter length of 29 a.a., possessing a notably reduced synthetic cost. With no doubt, CP-IDL is a potential candidate for further development as a new anti-HIV fusion inhibitor for clinical applications. Moreover, our results highlighted the advantages of artificially designed peptides, which could be widely employed in the development of artificial peptide-based virus fusion inhibitors against HIV-1 and other enveloped viruses with class I membrane fusion proteins, such as SARS-CoV 26 , MERS-CoV 21 , and paramyxovirus 27 .
Methods
Peptide synthesis. A panel of peptides (Fig. 1A) , including T20, CP, CP-SM, CP-SW, CP-IDL were synthesized with a standard solid-phase FMOC method, as described previously 5 . The peptides were found to be about 95% pure by HPLC and were identified by mass spectrometry (Perseptive Biosystems, Framingham, MA, USA). Concentrations of the peptides were determined by UV absorbance and a theoretically calculated molar-extinction coefficient based on tryptophan and tyrosine residues.
Inhibition of peptides on HIV-1 clinical strains. Inhibition activities of peptides on infection by HIV-1 clinical strains were determined as previously described 28 . For inhibition of HIV-1 92TH009 (subtype A/E, R5) and 92UG024 (subtype D, X4) infection,100 TCID 50 of the virus was added to 1 × 10 5 /ml M7 cells in RPMI 1640 medium containing 10% FBS in the presence or absence of the test peptide overnight. Then, the culture supernatants were changed to fresh media. On the fourth day post-infection, culture supernatants were collected for detection of p24 antigen by ELISA. The percent inhibition of p24 production was calculated using the computer program Calcusyn. The datasets of N36-L6-CP-IDL and N43-L6-CP-IDL were both collected on an in-house x-ray source (MicroMax 007 x-ray generator, Rigaku, Japan) at the Institute of Biophysics, Chinese Academy of Sciences. X-ray diffraction data were integrated and scaled using the HKL2000 program 29 . The phasing problem of all three structures was solved by the molecular replacement method using PHENIX.phaser 30 with the crystal structure of HIV gp41 NHR-CHR (PDB entry: 1SZT) as a search model. The final models were manually adjusted in COOT 31 and refined with PHENIX.refine 32 . The space group of N43-L6-CP-IDL was first assigned as P6 3 with one peptide in one asymmetric unit, which, however, leaded to unacceptable statistics (R free > 0.30 at 2.3 Å). The problem was then solved by reassigning the space group as P1 with six chains in one asymmetric unit. All coordinates were deposited in the Protein Data Bank (N36-L6-CP-IDL: 5HFL; N43-L6-CP-IDL: 5HFM). The statistics of data collection and structure refinement are given in Table 3 .
Molecular Dynamic simulations. Preliminary MD simulations for the modeled protein were performed using the program NAMD (NAnoscale Molecular Dynamics program; v 2.9) 33 and CHARMM22 force field 34 , and all files were generated using visual molecular dynamics (VMD) 35 . The 6-HBs containing chains A, B and C of both N36-and N43-L6-CP-IDL structures were chosen to be the initial models. Hydrogen atom coordinates of both models were generated by the AutoPSF plugin of VMD. Then the protein models were solvated by a TIP3P water box with a 20-Å layer of water molecules at each direction and then ionized with sodium and chloride ions to the physiological concentration of 0.15 M. Each model was subjected to energy minimization of 50,000 steps, followed by restrained NPT equilibration of 5 ns with isobaric and isothermal conditions maintained at 1 atm and 350 K. Subsequently, production simulations were conducted on equilibrated models for proper duration (60~115 ns) with an integration time step of 2 fs. The structure of N36-L6-CP-IDL and isolated CP-IDL peptide models were subjected to MD simulations in the same fashion as described above. All simulation runs were performed on the ScGrid of the Supercomputing Environment of the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Simulation analysis. Visualization and extraction of raw trajectory data for analysis were performed using VMD. To assess the stability of the interactions between IDL tail and its combined NHR trimer, the average Cα -Cα distance between each C-terminal residue of CP-IDL and all NHR residues was calculated. Then, the variance of the distance during simulation runs was monitored and plotted. In addition, the contribution of IDL tails to the buried areas were also calculated and monitored during simulation runs, where the buried area was simply considered as one half of the solvent accessible surface area difference between complex A:B and the sum of A and B. When calculating the solvent accessible surface, a typical probe radius of 1.4 Å was employed. Two Tcl scripts were coded and performed in VMD Tk console to realize the calculations described above.
